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Mapping Success

16th July2020:   Well attended by member

exporters from different parts of the country

along with Mr. Ravi K Passi, Chairman, EPCH; Mr.

R K Verma, Executive Director, EPCH; Mr. Neeraj

Khanna from Nodi Exports, Moradabad and

President, IHGF Delhi Fair-Virtual 2020; and Mr.

Rajesh Rawat, Joint Director, EPCH. Expert

panelist was Mr. Tom Mirabile. Mr. Mirabile is

Principal and Founder of Springboard Futures,

while serving as Global Consumer Trend

Forecaster for the International Housewares

Association and a Contributing Editor for Pantone. His emphasis

on consumer-centric product development and generational

relevance has guided the evolution and creative direction of

some of the most well-respected brands and retailers in the

Home and Housewares Industries, creating custom intelligence

and insight reports for WalMart, Target, Amazon, Meijer, Kroger

and Walgreen's among others. For the last two decades Mr.

Mirabile has held senior trend forecasting, product development

and merchant positions with such corporations as Lifetime Brands,

Macy's, and Bloomingdale's.

Through an illustrated presention, Mr. Tom Mirabile informed

how the US markets are shifting. Considerimg that, it is time for

unique opportunities for India (esp. in terms of the China trade

sentiment), provided there is infrastructure to support it as there

are a lot of American buyers and companies who are considering

expanded trade with India. Assets India has are in terms of

craftsmanship and skills as well as emerging technologies that

are very valuable right now. Since handicrafts are percieved as

cultural and representing traditions in vibrant manifestations,

consumers are more inclined to buy them from their country of

origin. So, the story behind the products have a significant role to

play. Its about encouraging small business and cottage industries

as well. He further explained how the American markets have

become more challenging through this time with many

converting into the virtual or digital mode. Speaking about

mapping the road to 2030 he mentioned of Consumer Insights

: The Now - Generational ‘Need to Know’; The Next Normal -

Visions of the 2030 Consumer; and The Big Question - Envisioning

The New Expectations of American Buyers and Consumers
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our Future as well as new challenges and fresh opportunities in

the ‘Multi-Generational Home; and Core Changes in the value

equation. Moreover, markets are now divided on the basis on

Generations i.e Gen Z (aged 12-24), Millennials (aged 24-39),

Gen X (aged 40-55) and Boomers (aged 56-74). Each generation

type has its unique style of buying preference and saving means.

He also highlighted the difference between brands as identifiers

or unifiers. Consumer demands have also changed from old to

new i.e. demographics (age, incomes etc.) to psychographics

(interest, passion etc.), from caring about me and my family to

caring about me, my family and society, delivering products to

delivering shareable experiences and life, the consumer lives to

the person the consumer wants to be.

The guest faculty informed the participants that daily life for

people around the world has changed in ways that would have

been unthinkable a few weeks ago. But as ‘consumer-facing’

organisations try to find their way through the COVID-19

pandemic, it’s important to keep in mind that the global

consumer was already evolving at great speed. That process is

now in fact, playing out faster than anyone imagined. ‘Consumer-

facing’ companies urgently need to anticipate what kind of

consumer is emerging, so that they can make it through the

current crisis and build the capabilities that future relevance will

require.  Mr. Tom Mirabile further elaborated, “now we’ve to create

‘Future Consumer Index’ to help leaders understand and track

emerging consumer behaviours and sentiment around the world.
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Over the coming months, we’ll identify the new segments we

see emerging – asking which are temporary reactions to

changing circumstances, and which point to more fundamental

shifts.  Right now, we’re in anxious new territory, in these early

stages of the pandemic, consumers are worried about the health

of their families, whether they can buy for their basic needs, and

the loss of freedoms we all took for granted. Those common

concerns are manifesting themselves in different ways, as

consumers adopt new behaviours.  Across the world markets,

some consumers are making deep cuts. Others are continuing

to spend as normal but are changing how they live in other

ways. For now, many are remarkably optimistic. And ethical as

well as responsible sourcing is here to stay.” Finally Mr. Mirabile

spoke about the ‘Intangibles’ that matter most to consumers

- time, space, health & wellness, flexibility, safety, sustainability,

convenience, experience, identity & status. 


